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A Tale of Large Language Models

How it started: How it’s going:



Timeline
GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer)
[Radford et al 2018]

GPT-2 [Radford et al 2019]

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers) 
[Devlin et al 2018]

GPT-3 [Brown et al 2019]
Transformer 
[Vaswani et al 2017]



Model Architecture



Transformer Recap

- Embed source words with some learnable vector plus positional encodings

- Run a few rounds of scaled dot product self attention plus a layer normalized 
feedforward network for your source embeddings

- Embed known target words (or <SOS>) with some learnable vector plus 
positional encodings

- Run a few rounds of forward masked self attention, cross attention with the 
encoded source sentence, layer normalization, and a feedforward network

- Project and softmax the output, profit



GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer)

Prior to this work, most state-of-the-art NLP models were trained 
specifically on a particular task using supervised learning.

- They need large amount of annotated data for learning a 
particular task which is often not easily available.

- They fail to generalize for tasks other than what they have 
been trained for.

GPT provides Unsupervised learning served as pre-training 
objective for supervised fine-tuned models, hence the name 
Generative Pre-training.



Decoder-Only Transformer



GPT

- Objective: Predicting the next word given context words
- Dataset: BooksCorpus (7000 unpublished books)
- Model size: (117M parameters)
- Input transformations for fine-tuning on different tasks: convert all structured inputs into token 

sequences to be processed by our pre-trained model, followed by a linear+softmax layer.



GPT-2 : Big Transformer!

- Dataset: WebText (40GB of text data from over 8 
million documents)

- Reddit outbound links of high upvoted articles - 
Wikipedia

- Task conditioning: instead of p(output|input), model 
p(output|input, task).

- Model: 1.5 billion parameters, which is 10 times more 
than GPT-1 

- Larger vocabulary, batch size, additional layer 
normalization, modified weight initialization…



Few-shot vs Fine-tuning



GPT-3: Very BIG Transformer!

- Similar architecture but with 175 Billion parameters!

- Modified initialization, pre-normalization, reversible 
tokenization, alternating dense and locally banded 
sparse attention patterns in the layers of transformer

- Dataset: 



So … How big is that?



Sentence Completion

Evaluation: 

- In context gain
- Growth with parameter
- Comparison to fine-tuned SOTA
- Human level Zero-shot higher than one shot?



Closed-Book QA

- No external content, no fine-tuning
- Performance beats fine-tuned SOTA!
- Scales with parameter size



Commonsense Reasoning

- PhysicalQA(PIQA): how the physical world 
works and is intended as a probe of grounded 
understanding of the world

- Even zero shot out-performs SOTA
- Potential data contamination issue (*) due to 

bug, but couldn’t re-train



News Generation

Human detection of fake news generated by 
GPT-3 is close to random chance!



ChatGPT and GPT4: What Do 
They Know? Do They Know 

Things?? Let's Find Out!



ChatGPT
A model Fine-tuned on GPT 3.5 that interacts in a conversational way. 

Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback



Capabilities
“The dialogue format makes it possible to answer follow-up questions, admit its mistakes, challenge 
incorrect premises, and reject inappropriate requests”



Bohemian Rhapsody- Postdoc



GPT-4
- No more detailed report on the model
- Multimodal (image or text input, text-only output)
- OpenAI reports significant improvement in safety performance for GPT-4, compared to GPT-3.5



Performance



Meme Explanation



Integrative Ability 



Deep Learning Code



Third-party Plug-in



DALL-E
Apply GPT to Text-to-Image: Train a transformer on concat(caption, image)!



Midjourney
- On August 29th 2022, 1st prize for digital art category at Colorado State Fair was given to Jason 

Allen for “Space Opera Theater”, a work made with the generative AI Midjourney.



Limitations and Social Impact



Limitations of autoregressive architecture
- The mode relies on a local and greedy process of generating the next word, without any global or 

deep understanding of the task or the output



2 + 2 = 5



Bypassing safety guard



Misinformation and Manipulation



Fairness and Representation

- Bias present in training data may lead models to generate stereotype or prejudice content.



Iterative Refinement



Computational Cost



Social Impact



Pausing Giant AI Experiments?



Prompt Engineering



Future Improvement Directions

● Confidence calibration
● Long-term memory
● Continual learning
● Personalization
● Planning and conceptual leaps
● Transparency, interpretability and consistency
● Cognitive fallacies and irrationality
● Challenges with sensitivity to inputs



Thanks for listening!
And happy to hear any questions and feedbacks :)


